
 

 

March Forth Performance Pillars © 

Quantifying Chicas Performance and Value 

 

Chicas value and development is directly related to her ability to contribute to her team and game on a consistent 
basis.  March Forth Performance Pillars© “quantify” and” define” meaningful contributions as it relates to Chicas’ 

value: 

1. Possess ~ ability to possess the ball with dribble/first touch and linking passes with teammates 
2. Defend ~ pride and determination to win ball back, destroy opponents attack, competitive fury 

3. Score ~ score goals consistently, score timely goals 
4. Create~ goal scoring opportunities via dribble, pass, tenacity and ambition 

5. Influence ~ leadership, work rate, support, disposition, personality, effort, acceptance 

Chicas application and value associated with these pillars requires the following understanding: 

 Being Exceptional in one pillar, may result in high value/rating 

 Being Exceptional in one/some pillars, may earn tolerance for areas of deficiency in others 

 More pillars demonstrated at high level of consistency = higher rating and opportunities  
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Chicas Pillars Defined and Prioritized:  

1. Possession: the Chicas’ ability to keep the ball, either through use of the dribble or pass, is a priority for all 
levels of play, and vital for players to fully enjoy and advance. 

a. U8 - U12: 
i. Dribble to Penetrate 

ii. Dribble to Possess 
iii. Distribution (Connecting with inside, outside, and laces) 

b. U13 - U18: 
i. Dribble to Penetrate 

ii. Dribble to Possess 
iii. Dribble to Create (move opponents defense) 
iv. Distribution (Connect with various textures, all surfaces of feet, and increased distances) 
v. Mobility/Support adds to teams ability to maintain possession (timing and proper angles of 

support) 
2. Defend: the Chicas’ immediate and determined pursuit to win ball is important to player and team success.  

The veracity and willingness to win ball back is a good indicator of our Chicas’ competitive spirit.    
a. U8 – U12: 

i. Wins ball 
ii. Immediate chase 

iii. Destroys opponent attack 
iv. Embraces physical challenges (tackling, heading, arm wars, bumping) 
v. *U11-U12 March Forth NO SPLIT methodology© 

b. U13 – U18: 
i. Wins ball  

ii. Immediate chase 
iii. Destroys opponents attack 
iv. Delays opponent 
v. Denies penetration 

vi. Makes predictable 
vii. Recovers to goal 

viii. Shape in Recovery – March Forth NO SPLITS methodology© 
ix. Embraces Physical Challenges (tackles, heading, arm wars, bumping) 

3. Score:  to be a “goal scorer”, requires scoring consistently, embracing the responsibility, and enduring the 
ebbs and flows related to such a specialty. This is an identity that is developed over time. All players can make 
this contribution, but the regularity may be inconsistent.        

a. U8 – U12: 
i. Dribbling to goal 

ii. Shooting in box 
iii. Shooting outside box 
iv. Runs to goal 
v. Meeting service in box 

vi. Bravery & Determination 
b. U13 – U18: 

i. Dribble to goal 
ii. Shooting in box 

iii. Shooting outside box 
iv. Set pieces 
v. Runs to goal 

vi. Meets service 
vii. Bravery & Determination 



 

 

viii. Nuanced movements (far shoulder, blind runs, dragging defenders away) 
ix. Second Chances 
x. Embraces physical challenges (diving, extending, drawing fouls, heading) 

4. Create: good players are willing to go forward.  Ultimately advancing (run/dribble/pass) creates a reaction 
that can result in a goal scoring chance.  This requires bravery, awareness, and recognition of timing to create 
numbers up situations, or exploit space behind opponent. 

a. U8 – U12: 
i. Dribble 

ii. Pass 
iii. Service 
iv. Shooting 
v. Win ball immediately 

b. U13 – U18: 
i. Dribble 

ii. Pass 
iii. Service 
iv. Shooting 
v. Runs off the ball 

vi. Winning ball by opponents goal 
vii. Second Chances 

viii. Anticipation 
5. Influence: 

a. U8 – U18: 
i. Leadership 

ii. Inspiration 
iii. Supportive 
iv. Determined 
v. Will the Game 

vi. Trust 
vii. Connective Personality/Inclusive 

viii. Levity/Fun 
ix. Competitive Spirit 
x. Passion 

xi. Selfless 
xii. Commitment 

xiii. Embraces Role on Team 
xiv. Positive 
xv. Compassion/Empathy 

xvi. Good teammate 
xvii. Coachable  

xviii. Initiative 
 

  

 


